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For most of recorded human history, people have been concerned about what constitutes freedom, equality, fairness, and justice. In different eras, and different places, these ideas have had radically different answers. Any attempt to produce a grand historical account of what constitutes justice, for example, would have to deal with the many ways in which treating people justly has involved killing, torturing, enslaving, ostracizing, or exiling them. Human equality and human freedom were similarly dependent on either your identity or on any sins or crimes against gods or the social body for which you were deemed responsible. To talk of human rights as transhistorical phenomena only works, as a result, if we see them as moral (not empirical) claims, arguing that people have always had these rights in principle, whatever the reality. We have not created them; we have simply discovered them. Our forebears were either unenlightened or morally wrong. In this way, talk of empirical human rights cannot draw sustenance from the past except through reverse engineering. Some people historically may have held rights-like ideas, but "human rights" -rights that attach to all individuals on account of their simply being human -are one of our era's distinctive ideologies about right, fair and just treatment. They are reflective of a -perhaps the -defining feature of Western-style modernity: the emergence of the idea of rational, autonomous, self-governing individuals as the primary building blocks of political and social life and as the fundamental source of moral value. This shift has only happened in a serious way in the last two hundred or so years.
Because classic human rights are, in this sense, individual entitlements held against each other and against collective authorities, the emphasis in most arguments for rights is on the primacy of personal choice in terms of beliefs, commitments, lifestyle, and identity. This is captured in the idea of rights as trumps: winning cards in the game of life that individuals can play against any attempt to regulate, prohibit, mistreat, or disadvantage them in the name of broader social or political goals, or the interests of other people. 1 Human rights make us all ends, not means, to paraphrase Kant. They carve out an inviolable and personalized private sphere. As such, they are integrally about a conception of the person who exists in some way prior to her social bonds, morally complete in and of herself. We need society to live in a practical sense, but this necessity is secondary in moral terms. That is, what has priority in a human rights world organized according to the classic conception of human rights are the lives and choices of individual human beings, not the degree to which the doctrines of nations, families, tribes, and gods are brought to life in the lives of those same individuals. Any theory of human rights that does not put this person first -that on principle (not as a lack, or oversight) allows discrimination or curtails personal choicecannot be said to be consistent with the core inner logic of classical human rights claims, either conceptually or in their dominant historical form. How could an advocate of human rights accept any form of discrimination, unequal treatment, or unequal moral status on principle? How could any human rights agreement include such principles? Equal moral worth -and, as a logical consequence, prima facie equal individual autonomy over personal choice -are the founding principles of human rights claims. If we look at the world around us today, we see this is still a radical, even heretical, claim to make in many if not most societies.
This classic conception is not, nor has it ever been, the only option. Many places have vibrant civil societies pushing for justice, fairness, and social change -just not in the language of individual human rights (much less the idea of personal trump cards). The normative underpinnings of rights are distinct in giving social and political supremacy to the interests and choices of individuals. The classic conception does tend, it is true, to marginalize other sorts of rights claims. Demands for social and economic rights, as well as cultural and collective rights (e.g., the right to national self-determination), have always been part of the general rights discourse, with social and economic rights increasingly prominent in our era. But these claims do not map easily onto the individualist logic of the classic conception. And so they raise a critical issue of priority: for believers in the classic conception, individual rights must always come first. The collective can only legitimately claim to trump the interests of the individual person for three reasons: to prevent harm to others, to ensure the survival of the community as a whole, and for the best interests of the individual concerned. Even then, the bar is set high, the action's legitimacy will be hotly contested, and the language of rights will merely be temporarily suspended until the classic conception reasserts itself as the norm.
I'll suggest, in Section 1, that this classic conception has until now dominated the theory and politics of human rights, having all but monopolized rights thinking in the West. And it is Western power, for better or worse, that built the modern international system of which our current global norms and rules are integral parts. This reflects not a unified view in "the West," but a very specific sort of ideology that closely mirrors the broad needs and interests of the (middle-class) social forces that have outsize influence on life within Western societies. This raises an important question: If the momentum for globalizing human rights relies on the rights-sensitivity of growing middle classes in China and India, will these classes prove revolutionary or will they seek to support a narrower range of individual rights that mirror their interests? Section 2 considers this question, asking what implications any move to a post-Western world might have for the future of human rights in terms of state resistance. Section 3 looks at responses to human rights in terms of social ambivalence. Just as the middle classes are undergoing rapid change in Western societies, so the utility of human rights ideas as a legitimating ideology for those classes is under pressure in areas such as civil liberties and immigration.
Finally, I suggest that in this story we can see the structural limits to human rights-led progress. This has two elements. First, human rights do -as they are supposed to -strike at core aspects of sovereignty. But they have no means to make this demand for state compliance stick in the long run, beyond aiding and abetting the growth of internal and transnational forces that edge the state in that direction. The battle that must be won first is political and cultural, not legal, although these are interlinked struggles. A functioning and reasonably stable international system is a precondition for any form of generalized normative progress. Even then, there is much human rights law states can simply ignore, especially if they are powerful (the United States, China, Russia, India) or strategically important (Myanmar, Sudan, Uzbekistan, Egypt, Turkey).
Second, how effective social forces are, and their direction of travel, depends crucially on whether or not the middle class moves in a progressive direction. My hypothesis here is that, other things being equal, members of the middle classes by definition enjoy many social and economic opportunities without the need for human rights, and when they do not, they seek only those rights that will fill gaps in their own power. Chinese voters may demand more political rights over time, they may even be supportive of women's and LGBT rights, but they will not seek large-scale redistribution of their new wealth. Neither will the Indian middle class. They'll prefer to work on international issues such as human trafficking rather than see their own power and leverage dissipated. Whichever way you look at it, social and economic rights will always be more attractive for those currently without capital. A class struggle emerges between the purveyors of civil and political rights and those of social and economic rights, in other words.
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Human Rights as a Western-led Normative Project
There is nothing inherently Western about ideas like rights, or their successor concept human rights. Any society or civilization could have developed similar ideas in theory. It is simply the case that it was in the West (meaning Europe, followed by its settler colonies) that this ubiquitous modern ideology came to fruition in the particular sense of becoming an important part of the legal and cultural fabric and of having real political consequences. Moreover, human rights are obviously not the only way to be moral. There is much in the doctrines of Islam, Judaism, Buddhism, Hinduism, and Christianity, for example, or in socialist demands for equality, or in conservative claims about the responsibilities of community, that is socially and morally valuable and/or progressive but which never mentions rights or human rights (often preferring the idea of "right" and its antithesis, "wrong"). The fact remains that it is human rights that have assumed the status of a modern orthodoxy at the level of international norms, succeeding Christianity in this aspiration to be universal. And the reason for this is that the dominant powers in the international system have until recently been Western liberaldemocratic (and Christian) powers -Western and Northern Europe, the United States and Canada, Australia and New Zealand, and even Latin America, where legal and political systems as well as cultural and social institutions have been heavily marked by European influence, beginning with Christianity. In the Latin American case, human rights have been extremely important, even if they were also systematically abused by governments for much of the latter part of the twentieth century.
In other words, as historically situated normative innovations, there is little doubt that the West is where we must locate the drive for institutions that embed human rights globally. This does not mean that only Westerners (however we define such a problematic term) can hold those ideas -such a claim would be ridiculous, absurd, immoral, and empirically and historically false. It does not mean that a majority of Westerners actually believe in these ideas or enact them, as the callous moral failure of European states and societies to do more for destitute Syrian refugees amply demonstrates. It does not mean that Western states are not guilty of breathtaking hypocrisy and despicable historical crimes. It simply means that the global impact of human rights in international politics in the post-1945 era is explained mostly by specifically liberal social modernization efforts (e.g., democratization) that Western states have through their greater relative power attempted to globalize, especially since the 1970s. Not always, of course, but predominantly. Even if the expansion of human rights claims in the postwar period owes a great deal to innovations in the Global South, especially in former colonies, it is at the point that they were prioritized by Western states, and particularly the United States, that they became a significant feature of the international political system. Rights arguments were not enough. Power was essential.
2 These human rights were not necessarily adopted as aspects of Western foreign policies for human rights reasons: the spread of a particular kind of liberal individualism is just as much the ideology of hegemonic forms of capitalism emanating from the West as it is of any genuinely moral urge. It also does not mean that human rights and the institutional manifestations to which they give rise cannot, once established, be owned, changed, claimed, and otherwise used outside the West. It is simply a claim about their political origins and institutionalization thus far. Indeed, we may be living through the change and it is to the possible implications of that change I want to draw attention.
Major human rights innovations show this influence. Where are the major institutions of the international human rights regime? Geneva, The Hague, New York. Where are the major global human rights NGOs? Add London and Washington to the list. The UDHR may have had a remarkable array of states and individuals inputting into it, and it does reflect a much broader array of rights -social and economic as well as civil and political -than the classic conception. But who were its primary drafters? Rene Cassin, Eleanor Roosevelt, Charles Malik (a Lebanese Christian and Heidegger student whose commitment to the dignity of the individual was anchored in his religious faith), and John Humphrey, a Canadian international civil servant. These rights are generally in sympathy with the political cultures of the modernizing industrial societies from which they emerged, and have been part of Western liberal discourse in broad terms dating back to the idea of natural rights (the clearest precursors to human rights). Indeed, they have come to dominate liberal discourse, relegating the utilitarian strain of liberalism culturally (if not practically) to marginal status. Human rights are not the only progressive doctrine that aims to combat injustice, nor were all the founders of human rights ideas Western. But from the UDHR onward, and especially since the 1970s, there has been a Western-led drive to globalize them for ideological and Realpolitik reasons.
It is important to note that human rights claims, while seeming to be merely political, in fact have deeper philosophical roots. There is a clear 4 Eliminating discriminatory practices of this sort was once called enlightenment and civilization. In our era, it is also often about capabilities and nudging. 7 What argument to defend gender discrimination on principle could be made by any opponent of human rights and expect to be taken seriously? For human rights advocates, defending gender discrimination on principle is like defending racism on principle. In a world where human rights prescribes the limits of legitimate discourse, there is no longer any language in which to do it. These are red lines. Human rights are not a road to nowhere for their most ardent advocates, they are an often meandering and frustrating, sometimes slower, sometimes quicker journey toward a clear and predetermined moral destination. That destination is the legal right and social capacity, based on natural human moral equality, to make fully informed autonomous life choices as individuals.
This major historical shift is broadly in line with substantive moral norms within Western societies. The free societies in Freedom House's 2015 annual report are overwhelmingly in the West. The focus of global human rights is in areas such as the ICC, R2P, crimes against humanity, a world court of human rights, that place civil and political, justice and protection institutions first. The majority of research on human rights focuses on mental and bodily integrity -civil and political rights -as well. This is neither contingent nor accidental. These are the rights which work in alliance with the underlying distribution of social and economic power worldwide. The social classes who have the money or the political power -the leverage -to change things only need be interested in the civil and political rights part of the equation. They want a voice for themselves domestically and a voice with their like-minded class compatriots internationally. They don't need to worry about social and economic rights because they can produce and consume in the private sector, which gives them access to all the goods and services they need.
As for cultural rights, I would argue these are essentially incomprehensible within the mainstream global human rights regime (hence the lack of attention they receive). They are anathema to individual rights, frequently the problem not the solution, and even if they can be made conceptually coherent, they must still be anchored in the final analysis on individual claims and entitlements, and so they are always trumped by individual rights. The same is broadly true for group rights claims as well. As Samuel Moyn has argued, the classic group right -to national selfdetermination -was largely killed off by the switch in the 1970s toward the classical conception of civil and political rights.
8 That this coincided with the uptake by Western middle classes and governments of human rights ideas is not incidental. This is why human rights research has discovered that human rights are best observed in the places that need them least. 9 In rights-observing societies, the public/private split and the primacy in principle of the individual, the distinctive features of modern liberalism, are marked. These are constitutively liberal spaces. 10 And they have exported and institutionalized that liberalism.
There is evidence, however, that these liberal, mainly European, states are losing influence in organizations such as the United Nations that they still do so much to fund.
11 Leaving aside the ongoing problems associated with the Euro after 2008, and fallout from Brexit and the election of Donald Trump, decreases in European defense spending represent a trend dating back to the end of the Cold War (as a share of GDP, for 8 Samuel Moyn, The Last Utopia: Human Rights in History (Boston: Harvard/Belknap Press, 2010). 9 Emilie Hafner-Burton, Making Human Rights a Reality (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2013). 10 The metaphysical basis for this political ideology is too large a subject for analysis here; suffice it to say that the urge to rid justice of its political foundations to enhance legitimacy must co-exist with the reality that it is only as a political compromise that documents such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights gained assent in the first place. example, the UK's defense spending fell from 4.4 percent to 2.2 percent from 1989 to 2008, France's from 3.7 percent to 2.3 percent and Germany's from 2.9 percent to 1.3 percent). 12 It was still falling in all three in 2014. 13 In a recent article in International Affairs, Douglas Webber argues that there is a clear decline in Europe's military and economic power, which has inevitably weakened its capacity to influence world events, as revealed starkly in Crimea (and Syria and Ukraine). In Syria, in particular, the evisceration of international humanitarian law by the Assad government and by Russia has been unchecked by European protest. Even though Europe's soft power retains potency, unbacked by hard power it will further lose effectiveness, Webber claims. 14 Freedom House recently reported an eleventh successive year of declining freedom worldwide, civil liberties and political rights being the key variables it measures annually to make this assessment.
15 Although until 2006 there had been three decades of increase in the number of democracies globally, the world has since then, argues Larry Diamond, entered a period of "democratic recession." 16 This recession has several aspects: more democratic breakdowns, declining quality of democracy in some pivotal states, deepening authoritarianism in others, and established democracies that "increasingly seem to be performing poorly and to lack the will and self-confidence to promote democracy effectively abroad." 17 The United States is front and center when it comes to lack of will, according to Diamond. Not only are its own democratic structures underperforming, but it has lost the confidence or will internationally to pursue liberal reforms. This will surely only get worse under President Trump. Indeed, even before Trump, the United States, the engine for Western influence after 1945, was itself unsure about its strategic direction. It now faces more competition than it has since the 1980s from global rivals. 18 Attempts to shift its strategic focus to Asia have meant demanding more "burden sharing" from Europeans (and others). 19 This is a relative not absolute decline. If we take as the measure of economic power per capita GDP, not the absolute size of the economy, the United States is hugely ahead of China, as well as dwarfing all other powers in terms of its military spending. 20 According to The Economist, the United States in 2014 spent $581 billion on defense, compared with second-placed China at $129 billion. 21 But this was a decline in US defense spending. In Saudi Arabia spending went up by 21 percent, followed by China (up 9.7 percent) and Russia (up 8.3 percent). Russia spends more of its GDP per capita on defense than the United States, the US's share of global defense spending having fallen from 47 percent in 2010 to 38 percent in 2014.
This would seem to be consistent with the broader feelings of many Americans. After Iraq and Afghanistan, record numbers now say they want the United States to let other countries get on with their own business with less US intervention, "shared leadership" being a better model for them than hegemony. 22 And one of President Trump's key campaign promises was to put the national interests of the United States above any other consideration. This is troubling because on key human rights issues, it is often American diplomatic involvement that makes the difference -Sri Lankan war crimes investigations and action to prevent global anti-blasphemy laws just two recent examples. 23 It is difficult to imagine coordinated action against ISIS without the United States as the principal military and diplomatic leader, for example.
Human Rights in a Post-Western World
In any post-Western world, should that emerge, Western states, particularly Europe -if it remains united -and most obviously the United States, will remain highly influential. Post-Western means more precisely post-Western hegemony. The West simply will not remain as influential. How could it, with the rise of China, India, Brazil, and Indonesia, to give just four examples? China's strategic position on the Security Council, for instance, gives it great leverage and has perhaps even emboldened Russia in pursuing a more confrontational foreign policy (e.g., over Syria). Given that there are major problems with human rights compliance even though Western states have dominated the international system for more than a century, it is not a stretch to hypothesize that this situation is only likely to get worse. If Europe does decline in influence, this will only reveal the degree to which "the West" has been disproportionately dependent on American power. Certainly from the end of the Cold War to maybe the invasion of Iraq in 2003, it made sense to speak of world politics as unipolar, and of the United States as enjoying a "unipolar moment." 24 What we are experiencing now is a shift away from that toward either bipolarity or a qualified sort of multipolarity. 25 What might the implications of such a shift be? If the gap in power is big enough, the hegemon -or, under bipolarity, the major powers -have latitude for more expansive foreign policies. They can, in brief, afford to spend diplomatic capital on issues such as human rights which are not primary to national security. As the gap narrows, and as power comes to be in shorter supply, it must be reserved for vital interests and it is rare, aspirational rhetoric apart, that threats to human rights elsewhere represent threats to national security. Moreover, as dominant powers lose influence, that power is being dispersed to others (otherwise major powers would retain their relative advantage). Other things being equal, some medium-sized and even small powers might now drive a harder bargain for being an alliance member or refraining from joining a rival grouping. Thus, the shift to multipolarity may usher in a world where diverse norms buck the trend to isomorphism. 26 Think Central Asia and ASEAN. Other attendees included officials from Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, and Uganda. The president stressed the importance of democracy and freedom in defeating terrorism, but the conference in reality highlighted the need for the US to get cooperation from governments that a Human Rights First spokesperson described as "part of the problem."
27 Human Rights Watch's chief, Kenneth Roth, called the president "Obama the disappointment."
28 In a multipolar world, these are new realities, and poor human rights compliance is not a deal breaker. It is not the 1980s, or indeed the 1990s (when US power was preponderant). The narrow selfinterested focus of President Trump's foreign policy aims will likely seriously exacerbate this drift. His admiration for authoritarian leaders just compounds the problem.
Do global norms need a backer of last resort? Neorealists and many neoliberals have always thought so. Charles Kupchan says of the future that it will be No One's World. China, as well as India, Russia, and Brazil, will challenge rules and institutions that do not meet their interests.
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There is no reason why mutual interests cannot be realized through norms in such a world. The question is whether a global liberal normative regime will be conceived of as mutually beneficial by a sufficient number of major powers. Customary international law is based on state practice, suggesting that if state practice changes -and sovereignty over the treatment of one's own citizens in opposition to R2P is re-affirmed -then customary international law will have turned away from human rights. Human rights advocates will argue this is just bad law, or no law at all. 30 But is it? The breaking of a customary norm is also potentially the beginning of a new norm. 31 In other words, it is only an assumption underwritten by liberal teleology that after more than a century of humanitarian and human rights law, customary international law is permanently about protecting individuals from harm, whether as civilians in war or as regular citizens. John Ikenberry in Liberal Leviathan is more optimistic than Kupchan. Because rules and institutions are a more cost effective way of using material power to prevail, China will eventually accept the international order and work within it, he argues, the US-led international system's relatively open nature making it possible to accommodate such a vast new rising power.
32 Rule-based orders are more legitimate than non-rulebased ones, Ikenberry says, and therefore easier and cheaper to control because they operate on the basis of consent rather than coercion. But here the word "liberal" has a very narrow remit. It means support for institutions that foster cooperation on issues such as trade, security, and arms proliferation, not support for broader norms about human rights (or potentially even democracy). For expansive liberalism, the end of Western hegemony means no one state or group of states can offer sufficient incentives or punishments to ensure compliance on issues that are not vital interests. 33 In the American case specifically, US-China strategic competition is likely to be more central to US foreign policy than human rights concerns about South East Asian states like Vietnam and Thailand and even Myanmar, whose support is key to the strategy of containing China.
One model for a world of diverse norms, where human rights are less dominant, is legal pluralism -that is, co-existent legal regimes. This raises the "red line" question. Negotiated compromises on the basis of the interpretation of doctrine are one thing. Sources of agreement with human rights-like sentiments can be found in major religious texts and cultural traditions. But it cannot be the case that for human rights advocates the conversation with religions and cultural rights, even with social and economic rights, has no red lines in everyday social life. If there are no such inviolable borders, how are disputes between traditional and human rights authorities to be reconciled? In favor of the status quo? This would privilege all sorts of rights-violating norms: e.g., FGM, rape in marriage, violence against LGBT people. Of course, FGM must end, like the veil must go and domestic violence must cease. If, that is, the classic conception is to be realized. It seems to be an open-ended conversation, but it is not. For activists this is very definitely the road to somewhere. At most, 32 G. John Ikenberry, Liberal Leviathan (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2011).
pp. 345-7. 33 See, for a counter view, Hafner-Burton, Making Human Rights a Reality. a few mildly pragmatic compromises might be made -using subtler means such as two-speed processes, nudges and gentle persuasion, and education programs, to improve human rights outcomes. But the principles at issue, the ends to be pursued, are in no sense negotiable -the priority of the individual as a self-conscious and independent moral person is the very foundation of the human rights project.
But this clear view of what human rights are is less and less consensual. Pointing to the law only takes us so far in a world of ambiguous compliance. What human rights entail is contested by governments and within societies. Even when public opinion as a whole is in favor of human rights, this tells us little about specific cases. One example is in areas where a counter-claim in the language of rights can be made, such as the rights of the unborn child -that is, the right to life -versus reproductive rights. Another is between property rights and equality rights. A third is where different kinds of freedom rights clash -between free expression and minority rights in areas like religious freedom, for example. In these cases, people on both sides try to play their trump cards. Then there is a more pernicious form of rights deployment that flourishes when the opponents of change use the language of rights to defend and promote practices that are not consistent with the basic idea of individual rights underlying the classic conception. In some cases, rights are even used to defend illiberal causes. 34 ASEAN, for example, passed a human rights declaration which local human rights groups condemned as an "anti-human rights declaration." 35 China's response to the UN's 2014 report on North Korea, which recorded "unspeakable atrocities," was: "Of course we cannot accept this unreasonable criticism. We believe that politicizing human rights issues is not conducive towards improving a country's human rights. We believe that taking human rights issues to the International Criminal Court is not helpful to improving a country's human rights situation." 36 In 2012, Russia promoted and passed a resolution on traditional values at the Human Rights Council, which put forward in the name of human rights notions about nation and family that are clearly at odds with the classic conception of human rights in that they deny individuals their veto over authority (the Russian Orthodox Church's position on human rights 34 During recent years, a Russian-sponsored initiative at the UN Human Rights Council has been targeting core tenets of international human rights: their universality, their unconditional nature, and their challenge to traditions that uphold discrimination and intolerance. The proponents of the initiative have camouflaged it as laying out new ways of promoting human rights. Traditional values of humankind are a tool to strengthen and underpin human rights at the local level, they claim. In reality, the initiative threatens to destroy consensus among the states of the world on how they should honor their human rights obligations. 38 But the elasticity of rights concepts and the interpretability of rights claims, let alone the caveats that exist even in UDHR Article 29 about "morality, public order and the general welfare in democratic societies," facilitate such a challenge to the previously hegemonic understanding of rights. Politically speaking, human rights norms are now "essentially contested concepts" where the phrases "this is a human right" and "human rights give rise to the following binding obligations" are not just disagreements about how a concept is properly used but about what the concept entails in a more foundational sense. 39 The resolution of these struggles at the international level is not to be found in discursive interaction but in the political leveragethe power -alliances can muster in global institutions. As power is increasingly dispersed, the chances of forging a global consensus recede. This is, I would argue, the coming human rights future.
The extreme version of politicization manifests itself most strongly in the cases of China and Russia. Rather than find ways to accommodate rights, they have both set themselves up broadly in opposition to the global human rights regime. 40 In the Russian case, this has led to active hostility toward human rights as a whole, and foreign-funded human rights groups in particular. 41 Even when China has used human rights language, it does so in ways that emphasize social and economic over civil and political rights, and which stress sovereignty and national 37 self-determination. It is also adept at exposing Western hypocrisy by producing reports that identify human rights abuses in the West. 42 All of which does little for the legal protections that individual rights are meant to provide. In other words, human rights language might be acceptable where it is diluted of all significance, and resisted or ignored where it might still carry weight. 43 Moving away from unipolarity, and from the hegemony of Western power, opens up space for alternative international norms. China and Russia have led the way in diffusing strategies and mechanisms by which to institutionalize authoritarian rule more effectively. 44 This creates room, especially in terms of legitimacy, for the new authoritarians to counter human rights, whether through rejection, evasion, or cooptation. To see this as merely a transient phenomenon, we would have to believe that Russia and China will at some point reverse themselves and embrace human rights norms at the international level. But the authoritarian toolkit they are exporting will blunt domestic capacity building further, thus making it even harder for rights advocates to make an impression on powerful, illiberal governments.
There are many obvious forms of pushback by states, such as the use of increasingly coercive methods to suppress dissent in Egypt, Turkey, Bahrain, Thailand, Vietnam, Pakistan, Venezuela, the Philippines, and Saudi Arabia, to name just a few cases. These methods are endemic in Central Asia and parts of the Middle East, as well as throughout many parts of Africa. Freedom House describes this as "the twilight of modern authoritarianism," arguing that the semblance of concessions (e.g., pluralistic media, political competition, rule of law) that anti-democratic regimes made for several years around the turn of the century -while the impact of unipolarity could still be felt -has now dropped away and full authoritarianism is returning. 45 President Trump's labeling of the American press as an "enemy of the people," authoritarianism has reached a new level of intensity. More subtle methods can also be used, to control rather than suppress human rights activism. For example, manipulating funds is a strategy for resistors. Former United Nations human rights commissioner, Navi Pillay, warned in 2013 that human rights budgets were not keeping up with needs -the flow of money to finance wider human rights surveillance an obvious weak point in a world where the West no longer wants to pay. 47 India and Russia, to take two cases, also use laws on foreign donors to restrict flows of money to indigenous human rights NGOs. They can easily adopt similar policies internationally to control donations to organizations that propagate causes with which they disagree, and they will not be alone in doing so. In other cases, such as Egypt, denying visas to major human rights figures is another strategy. 48 Western hypocrisy does not help. Hungary's "illiberal democracy" is an example from the Western bloc where state authoritarianism is growing, while many see Australia's immigration policy as a violation of human rights. 49 The Obama administration may have repudiated the Bush administration's interpretation of the applicability of the Convention Against Torture, but in the case of extraterritoriality and cruel, inhumane, or degrading treatment, the president was reluctant, despite the advice of State Department lawyers, to repeal Bush's interpretation in all cases. 50 President Obama was adept at lawfare himself when it came to issues such as targeted killing and Guantanamo. 51 And President Trump has openly advocated a return to torture, despite the opposition of his Defense Secretary (whose view, the new president says, he will respect). 52 In the UK case, the president of Kenya, Uhuru Kenyatta, previously indicted by the ICC for crimes against humanity, cited the British government's ambivalence about human rights as evidence that the whole human rights regime itself lacks legitimacy. 53 The ISIS fighters holding hostages in Syria dressed their captives in Guantanamo-style orange jumpsuits and water-boarded American hostage James Foley before beheading him. 54 The use by the United States and the United Kingdom of massively intrusive surveillance is a further sign that authoritarian government is not confined to the non-West. Control of cyber-space is an issue where China and Russia have led the way, followed by a whole range of other states who fear this tool of open communication and dissent. But the response of the American and British governments -to preach open internet communications while collecting masses of data on their own and foreign citizens without oversight -seems to many an egregious example of hypocrisy.
Social Ambivalence
The picture I have drawn so far might suggest that pro-human rights populations are trapped inside illiberal sovereign containers, particularly outside the West. But the story at the social level is more complex than that. Human rights have always been a problem for both the left and the right. 55 Marx argued in On the Jewish Question in 1844 that political freedom was a poor substitute for economic freedom. Critics of major international interventions -especially Kosovo, but also Libya -have seen human rights as the vanguard of a new kind of NATO-led Western imperialism. 56 Resistance from the right comes from advocates of sovereignty and nationalism (the many right-of-center European and American politicians skeptical about immigration, for example) and also from those who see rights as a threat to traditional social values and as heralds of a more bureaucratized, rule-bound, and disenchanted world (e.g., Leo Strauss, Carl Schmitt). Rights here are seen as constraining national community, power, and mission, as undermining the traditional, embedded, and specific norms and customs that give a nation a unique identity over time. Nations become soft, engineered, bland, and weak, the rule of law overwhelms the rule of men, and manifest destiny evaporates in a cloud of bureaucracy, constraint, and mediocrity. 57 One obvious contemporary example comes from the United Kingdom, where a particular kind of anti-immigration nationalist sentiment has taken hold (fueling Brexit), pushing right-wing politicians to advocate rejection of the European Court of Human Rights (for putting rights before public order and national security) and even to demand repeal of the United Kingdom's own Human Rights Act.
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There are other objections to human rights -the Catholic Church and the Muslim Brotherhood together contesting women's rights at the Commission on the Status of Women, for example. 59 In terms of LGBT rights, recent setbacks in India, Jamaica, and particularly Uganda (and increasingly throughout Sub-Saharan Africa), let alone in Russia, show how little impact decades of human rights work has made to nondiscrimination on the basis of sexuality. 60 Pope Francis has been savvy about counter-posing poverty and abortion and asking which should be the priority (while making more liberal gestures toward the role of women and LGBT people in religious life). 61 The language of rights can also prove In addition, the success of demands for same-sex marriage in the United States, despite conservative and religious resistance, suggests that LGBT rights might make progress where they are not seen as antithetical to core social values about the sanctity of marriage. 61 Antonia Blumberg, "In his Speech to Congress, the Pope said 10 Times More about Poverty than Abortion," HuffPost Religion (September 2015), at: www.huffingtonpost .com/entry/pope-congress-poverty_us_56043b2be4b0fde8b0d1a71d.
ineffective or even counterproductive, necessitating a different approach to achieving the desired end. In the case of anti-FGM campaigns in Africa, for instance, we see how a more pragmatic approach is bringing some hope for improvement, rather than the dogmatic attachment to condemnation in the language of human rights that has been more prevalent since the 1990s. 62 Even when there is progress in situations where religious objections to human rights remain strong, this may not take place in the way global human rights advocates expect. Kevin Ward has shown, for example, that while the law on LGBT rights is more progressive in South Africa, the treatment of gay people is significantly worse there than in Uganda, where the law is more regressive. 63 According to one recent report on Indonesia, meanwhile, even though abortion remains technically illegal, it is tolerated both socially and religiously (Islamic authorities being more progressive here than the Catholic Church in the nearby Philippines). 64 But Indonesian politicians are loath to deal with the question formally, by changing the law, for fear that they will politicize the issue and thereby lose support (hardening positions and eroding the unspoken compromise that exists). Yet many of those who support this de facto pro-abortion status quo nevertheless do not want to advance what they call "Western values," a term connoting a loosening of public morals and validation for sexually uninhibited lifestyles. These are seen as a threat to norms of social propriety in Indonesia even though sexual and cultural freedom is a core element of human rights. 65 Systematic data on social support for human rights is scarce, but global opinion polls certainly suggest there is widespread rhetorical enthusiasm for the idea of human rights. 66 As the global middle class grows in an era of globalization, this support for liberal democracy would seem to mirror one of modernization theory's main assumptions -that liberalism (and therefore human rights) follows capitalism. In a classic of historical sociology, The Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy, Barrington Moore encapsulates this thesis in the phrase "No bourgeois, no democracy." 67 It is the bourgeoisie -the town and city dwelling, commercially active middle classes -who advance democracy as a way to protect their property and person from state power and to promote their interests. This democratic struggle seeks three things: to check arbitrary rulers, to replace arbitrary rules with just and rational ones, and to "obtain a share for the underlying population in the making of rules." 68 These demands are at the heart of the human rights project.
But how interested are the middle classes (the new bourgeoisie) beyond acquiring basic civil and political rights? These narrow first-generation rights reinforce middle-class advantage, serving as both a constraint on elite power and on demands for redistribution from below (e.g., property rights). Western human rights supporters (not the more highly motivated activists and advocates) may be happy working on the rights of others overseas (on issues such as child rights and sex trafficking) and less keen on turning the human rights lens on what is happening within their own societies. This position is already to some degree mirrored by the rising middle classes of Asia and Africa. It is not good news for economic, social, and cultural rights. As Moore points out, those who provide support for the revolution, those who lead it, and those who benefit from it may be three separate sets of people. 69 As he says, the price of a system that embeds bourgeois values may be "the perpetuation of a large amount of 'tolerable' abuse -which is mainly tolerable for those who profit by the system."
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To take an obvious example, as Martin Gilens has shown, the top 20 percent of affluent Americans tend to be more liberal than the general population on religious and moral issues (including gay rights and abortion), but more conservative than the wider populace on tax, regulation, and welfare. 71 Very wealthy Americans oppose redistribution of wealth or income by large margins. 72 The one segment of this wealthy demographic that is slightly more in favor of regulation, environmental protection, climate change action, and economic aid abroad are professionals -specifically, doctors and lawyers (for whom income rather than wealth remains important). 73 Further work by Gilens and Benjamin Page has added to these findings by showing that the economic elite has a significantly higher influence on public policy than the average citizen. 74 And a recent analysis by Thomas Edsall of American voters in 2015 shows that even well-paid, well-educated, upper-middle-class Democrats are conservative when it comes to redistribution. As he puts it: "These voters are repelled by a social conservatism that is anti-abortion, anti-gay rights and anti-women's rights. But they are not eager to see their taxes raised." 75 This is only a rough proxy, of course, for middle-class human rights support. It suggests, however, that whether or not this elite supports civil and political rights abroad, it does not support economic and social rights domestically -quite the opposite. The affluent represent the apex of the middle class, of course: it is far wider and more diverse in its view than this picture suggests. In the UK case, for example, opinions on the suggestion by the Conservative party that Britain might withdraw from the European Court of Human Rights split almost entirely along party lines in polls (the right favors withdrawal, the liberals and the liberal-left do not). 76 And this is not purely a Western phenomenon. Joshua Kurlantzick has argued, building on studies by Freedom House and others, that democracy seems to be in retreat elsewhere because the middle classes in many developing countries have taken fright at the implications of democratization for their own security, wealth, and influence. 77 Other analysts have seen middle-class support for authoritarian military government in Egypt in the same light. 78 We might even see cash giveaways to public workers in Saudi Arabia as a way to stem support for any form of political liberalization at a time of regime transition. 79 More generally, Landman and Larizza have shown that income inequality correlates strongly with increased human rights abuses, particularly in terms of personal integrity rights. 80 Tunisia might be one bright spot that provides a counter-example, having evolved more of a middle class under President Ben Ali's dictatorship and thereby laying some of the ground work for democracy. 81 Long-term middle-class pressure was important in chipping away at the foundations of the regime before the self-immolation of Mohamed Bouazizi sparked the Arab Spring. 82 Iran might be another positive case on issues such as the death penalty. 83 But in major cases like China we see a compact between the wealth-creators and the state where enrichment is the price for accepting a lack of political freedom. 84 And in India, middle-class support for Prime Minister Narendra Modi is allied to a degree of skepticism about the political process (linked to anger at corruption) and a renewed emphasis on a Hindu ethno-religious nationalism (contra human rights) which has emerged precisely as an antidote to the materialism that new wealth has brought. 85 Best-selling analyst of inequality, Thomas Piketty, has even taken the buoyant Indian middle classes to task for their lack of concern about inequality. 86 This issue lies at the root of problems within the human rights movement more widely. There is a political economy in this movement all the way down that makes it hard for the priorities of the base -the mass of people at the bottom -to really affect the priorities of global campaigns. Global human rights is in many ways conservative where grass-roots human rights work is revolutionary and much more conventionally political. If the people are at the bottom, the money is still at the top.
Nevertheless, having said all of this, at least two further observations might be made about the "status quo-oriented middle class" argument and the sad outlook it predicts for narrowing inequality by genuinely embracing socioeconomic rights. First, any modern democratic society cannot sustain itself indefinitely if the majority of the people are alienated from the fruits of their labor and from access to wealth. As many Western states are currently discovering, status-quo politicians are an endangered species, with increasingly angry populations on the left and the right demanding change. This suggests that the middle classes will quite possibly be forced into greater efforts at redistribution than they might otherwise choose. 87 Second, middleclass gains against the state may be hard to achieve and harder to sustain without strategic engagement and even alliance with key social interest groups and movements who bring leverage through numbers.
Indeed, these two points intersect. If the middle classes need the state to protect their wealth, having alienated other potential social allies, they will be weak bargainers when it comes to demanding the state be more accountable to them and even grant concessions. If the middle classes seek to ally with broader social forces, against the state, then they'll need to cement this alliance by embracing a more widely shared agenda that better reflects the interests of the "have-nots," including those who for reasons of identity not wealth may be marginal, as well as the "haves."
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On the Road to Nowhere
There is no longer any hegemonic definition of what constitutes the content or foundational authority of human rights, I suggest, the conversation now being about diversity, variability, "multiple modernities,"
where there are various forms of being modern, not all of which are in full alignment with the benchmark standards of universal and inalienable human rights as classically conceived and politically institutionalized. 88 In other words, there are no red lines that enjoy universal political support (even if they seem to enjoy a legal consensus). There is a further issue in that many of the most pressing human rights issues of our era will involve acts of private violence (e.g., domestic abuse, sex crimes) and these are not covered by international law, which remains principally about atrocity crimes of one sort or another committed by states and their officials. And as I have argued, human rights are not necessarily progressive -their firstgeneration, civil, and political variant dominates for structural (not transient) reasons over social and economic, cultural and group rights. This is a very conditional, class-specific form of liberal freedom, as Barrington Moore noted. Better, no doubt, than the alternatives glimpsed under authoritarianism, but a long way from the aspirations of many human rights advocates.
In their book The Human Rights Paradox, Steve Stern and Scott Straus see this conjunction between the universal and local as an irresolvable tension in all human rights work, each unable to escape the other. They must learn to co-exist. Rather than "eternal transcendent rights that emerge after a formative point of historical origin," Stern and Straus conceptualize rights as relational (between people, between local and global), and contextual, giving rise to "a shifting history and future of urgent fundamental rights attached to the human." 89 Mark Goodale echoes this, asking why "liberal (or neoliberal) legal and political theory should continue to prove so foundational when this political choice is no longer necessary." 90 But this elides perhaps the key problem for a more pragmatic, diverse, agile, flexible, democratic global human rights movement. Many human rights advocates, in the West and elsewhere, believe in a radical moral critique of established authorities from the perspective of individual entitlements. They have a normative commitment, not a career. 91 Moreover, they hold to a version of the "Orientalist" map that separates the world into areas of concern about rights (e.g., for
LGBT rights, Africa, and the Middle East), and areas where those rights are better observed (principally in the West and a few other states and societies). Where some are skeptical about the lessons to be drawn from the Pew Center's findings on anti-homosexual prejudice, most human rights advocates would see this map as an accurate reflection of where the needs are greatest in terms of LGBT activism (as one example). 92 In other words, there is a core claim about individual autonomy and choice that in principle limits the scope of any pragmatic reorientation. Means might be adaptable, but not ends. To make the journey openended is to put human rights on the road to nowhere (that is, to "nowhere in particular"). But most human rights activists know the destination at which they are aiming; they just puzzle and struggle over how to get there. The power of these rights is in their clear and unequivocal codification. They are timeless principles. "Freedom" and "justice," as I argued at the outset, can accommodate diverse forms of realization. But human rights really do have some uncrossable barriers (red lines, individual trump cards, vetoes) beyond which they can no longer be called rights in a meaningful way. For advocates, human rights are on the road to somewhere -e.g., universal gender equality. If this isn't where Stern and Straus's negotiated tension ends up then we cannot be, for global advocates, talking about human rights any more. But this inflexibility about ends makes human rights politically inept, even counterproductive, as humanitarians have discovered.
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If global norms do get retrenched, this will reverberate through the human rights ecosystem. When China says human rights are not a global norm, or are colonial impositions, or Russia says your interpretation of human rights is not the same as ours but ours is just as valid, there is no option but to listen. Add to this the constituency of social conservatives in all societies, the West and non-West, mobilized and organized to block change even if they cannot prevail, and the angry leftists who see their lives blighted by globalization, and you have a recipe for a stalled human rights revolution at best, and for rollback at worst. Populist leaders have put aspects of both the left and right critiques together to challenge liberal norms at the national level throughout the West.
One response to these anxieties has been to forge ahead, increasing the number of permanent institutions that support human rights (on the principle that even if the language is in question, the institutions, once established, are harder to disassemble and will have positive long-term effects). This is one way to see the proposed Convention on Crimes Against Humanity -as a capstone to complete the global architecture of human rights law. And it may well pass, with reservations (if the United States is to join) or without (if great powers are not to be allowed to dictate the terms of the treaty). But what difference will it make to the everyday lives of billions of people living under authoritarian rule or suffering from endemic forms of private violence, police torture, brutality, or systematic discrimination?
This rapidly transforming world can be characterized as neoWestphalian. 94 Global trade and finance, essential elements of the affluence of growing powers such as China, as well as collective security concerns about transport, energy, and weapons, create shared interests in the preservation of international order. In this sense, India, China, Brazil, and perhaps even Russia have a stake in the continuation of the system (as Ikenberry argues). But there is no evidence they want to expand the hierarchical system of rules and norms centered around human rights and international justice. Great powers will break their own rules when it really matters to them. And international law will always have an element of "indeterminacy" such that competent arguments both for and against certain courses of action can be made. 95 From this it is but a short step to competing and even new norms.
There may be what has been called a "structural bias" in favor of the liberal settlement, but it is precisely the survival of the preconditions for that bias that I am questioning. Or rather, it will function within zones of relative peace, security and justice, and not for their borderlands, which will remain zones of conflict, poverty and injustice. These divisions exist within societies as well as between them. What we might have to give up, for a generation at least, is the idea that the two zones will be fused into one single glorious, universal, and liberal whole. Embracing the road to nowhere may seem like a step forward in that the newly multipolar world must be more about diversity and conversation and less about uniformity and diktat. But this may also prove to be an illusion, leaving just the lucky few still traveling the road to somewhere (most probably a gated community in an affluent suburb).
